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disney's aladdin in nasira's revenge is a aladdin video game developed for the playstation by argonaut games and distributed by disney interactive in 2001. the game is set after the events of the return of jafar , during the television series, and before aladdin and the king of thieves . the legendary city of agrabah is in trouble again: the evil sorceress nasira ( jodi benson ) is out to
avenge the death of her brother, the nefarious sorcerer jafar ( jonathan freeman ). while not perfect as the game series goes, the new aladdin game does seem to be a strong comeback for capcom. the opening takes place directly after the movie, where aladdin, as found in the film, wakes up in the middle of the night. aladdin heads off in his magic carpet towards jafar's palace,

where he encounters the mischievous genie and the princess jasmine. in order to get the princess to safety, aladdin must first rescue jasmine from the evil jafar. thankfully, after much struggle, aladdin and jasmine are successful, with the princess falling in love with aladdin, but not before jafar gets in his war with aladdin. with a successful blow to jafar's head, the evil sorcerer falls
onto his death's mat. the game then switches over to aladdin's story in agrabah, where aladdin's fellow street rats have been taken captive by nasira, the jafar's sister, who now controls the city, after nasira realises that aladdin killed her brother. nasira has also made the magic carpet start at agrabah, meaning aladdin must use it to travel into the city to free his pals. once all has

been sorted out, aladdin makes his way to nasira's palace. once inside, the many dangers that aladdin faces as he looks to restore the sultan to his throne must be overcome, as the evil witch's first move is to imprison aladdin and have him tortured. however, the genie shows up in the nick of time and helps aladdin, leading to a well-earned fight between the genie and nasira, which
results in his freedom, leading to a 'genie's finale' which sends nasira flying off her gold carriage, in a surprise blast from the genie. in the final confrontation with nasira, aladdin must work his way through her army to find the princess and defeat her, resulting in her defeat and the restoration of the sultan.
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the game's story is centered on the quest of a young street rat, named aladdin, to rescue princess
jasmine from the evil jafar, her assumed-to-be-dead father. players can choose the male or female lead,
and control each character with a set of special actions, controls and movement. a number of them use

parkour mechanics to make their way through the game. once the player beats the final boss, jafar,
they are allowed to watch the ending sequence, where aladdin finally reunites with jasmine and the

sultan. in the game's ending sequence, aladdin finds that he has received his wish. the battle for control
of agrabah continues in aladdin: nasira's revenge, a side-scrolling action rpg game, in which players
move aladdin between environments and cities with the magic carpet of jafar and fight through nine
stages of unique and challenging gameplay, all in 3d! it's a completely different experience from the

original, it's one that takes you on a journey like no other. the action role-playing game features a
variety of weapons that you can equip to enhance your game play as you gain experience and power

up. in aladdin: nasira's revenge, players control aladdin, the young street rat who is willing to do
anything to free the sultan from an evil sorcerer's clutches. in aladdin: nasira's revenge, players can

experience completely different gameplay and environments from the original action-adventure game
as they play through eight stages from eight 3d levels. they must travel over the mountains, through
the desert, across the sea and through the skies, all to stop the attack of the sorcerer, nasira, on the

sultan, agrabah, and this time they can even use their tunics to make them fly. 5ec8ef588b
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